FWSA Field Cheat Sheet If there are any problems when you arrive at the field,
call or text Suzanne Samuels, 703-728-0679.

Lights Pine Ridge 4, 6, Wakefield & now Woodson Aux - The lights are programmed remotely,
but can be turned on and off at the field. If they are not on, they will need to be turned on at the light
control box.
Light control locations:
Pine Ridge #4: on the green electrical box toward the baseball field.
Pine Ridge #6: outside the fence to the left of the field when looking from the parking lot.
Wakefield #5: near side of field toward the tennis courts
Woodson Aux: on green electrical box by gate to the stadium
Press and hold the button for a second, you will hear a "click". Do not press the button more than
once, if you do it will take another 15 min. to reset. If the lights get turned off for some reason the
light will have to cool off (about 15 min.) before they can turn back on. If you have the early game
and there is no game after yours on that field, please turn the lights off. If you are unsure, the
referee should know.
Pine Ridge #4 only, I have provided a lock that can be used to lock the light box. I have attached
the lock to the side of the bleachers the combination is 7 D 7. After closing the box, squeeze the
handle to expose the hole for the lock. Slide lock through the hole. YOU MUST REMOVE THE
LOCK AFTER THE GAME, AND REPLACE IT ON THE BLEACHERS.

Woodson Auxiliary Field (Turf) Front gate combination- 5025. Upper left-most lockbox on fence by gate
Goals labeled BRYC- combo 8560
Blue equipment box is 5025, same as the combo to the gate lockbox. Flags, bases, and
sandbags are to be stored inside

Woodson Stadium Turf & East Bermuda grass field:

1997 is the combo for blue equipment shed, located on Woodson's East Bermuda grass field.
Sandbags, wagon, turf & grass corner flags are inside that shed. Inside the shed is a lockbox
hanging off shelves, combo = 1810. The key inside unlocks goals stored against the fence line.
Those goals are used for games on the East Bermuda grass field.
Stadium Goals- 0806 is the lock combo to BRYC's full-sized goals w/ wheels, stored at Woodson
stadium, near the scoreboard. Look for "BRYC" stickers on the posts of our goals.
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